
Northern Avenue Bridge Correspondence Log

Date Comment Source 

7-17-18_1

Thanks for the website... looks good. Please publish the traffic study and data cited by A Better City at the June 28th Task Force meeting, upon 
which a recommendation for peak directional vehicular traffic was made by ABC in the South Boston Sustainable Transportation Plan of 2015, 
and upon which the Task Force was informed by ABC that support for limited vehicular access on the bridge is now predicated. I have 
reviewed the SBW Transpo Plan of 2015 and all support documents including the Technical Appendix. The bridge is excluded from the study 
area in all published data sets accompanying the SBW Transpo Plan of 2015. If the study and data can't be published on the website, please e-
mail it to me and I'll try to distribute it to others for independent analysis. 

online form submission

7-19-18_1

I firmly believe that the new bridge should be a destination space with only peds/bikes allowed. It would be a shortsighted folly to permit 
vehicles to use this roadway, as it is really a road to and from no where. Most of the vehicles exiting the Seaport are heading for 93 north and 
there is no entrance for many blocks and thru many intersections, as well as the major ped crossing at the Harbor Islands visitors center. 
Government should be discouraging single occupancy car travel, not encouraging it. Should the span be designed as fixed, the necessary 
height would require approaches much further back from where they are now.
This could be a signature feature along a missing link of the Harborwalk.
I look forward to attending meetings to express my opinions.

online form submission



7-19-18_2

Thank you for attending the FPNA meeting last night. Three points.. 
1-the option for vehicular traffic needs real data that supports the need, not opinions. A lot of pressure from business will be applied to "fix" 
the traffic problem. Data is needed to understand the problem so meaningful decisions can be made to adjust traffic flow, now and for the 
future. This of course includes ratified assumptions on adjustments of the flow including the use of the haul road, expanded public 
transportation options and controls on ride hailing traffic (lyft / uber)
2-design options need to have a non vehicular choice(s)
3-if the current and future budget is in fact a challenge, where is the option to use the funding available and just get rid of the bridge and not 
replace it online form submission

7-19-18_3

I attended last night community event in the Seaport where first design ideas were shared. Many neighborhood residents shared their 
concerns mostly based on their personal interest and preferences. Especially the Harbor Tower people typically are against anything that 
affects their view, the traffic pattern in front of their buildings, etc. 

I am sure you put the long-term functionality, purpose, and impact of such a project over personal interests, especially as most of the meeting 
attendees will be long gone when the bridge still has to serve its purpose for many years to come. It is an investment in the future of the 
Seaport District.

During a show of hands last night I did vote for a pedestrian/bicycle use only. Primarily because I can't see how using it for regular car traffic 
might get integrated into the existing Atlantic Avenue / I93 traffic pattern. I guess the traffic study to be revealed in the future will bring some 
clarification.

I used to live in Portland OR and love the Tilikum Crossing Bridge also called the Bridge of the People: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tilikum_Crossing. Although it is a much larger scale, it offers pedestrian, bicycle and public transportation 
passage only. 

The placemaking opportunities presented during the meeting sound wonderful!

Looking forward to the next steps online form submission

7-26-18_1

Greetings! I have lived& worked in Fort Point since 1987 & LOVE the Northern AvenurBridge & was enchanted by having it as pedestrian only. 
PLEASE STOP PRIVILEGING CARS OVER PEOPLE! Make beautiful places for us to walk & bike! Please protect our air quality & lower the noise 
level of the city by making ONE BRIDGE for walking/bikes only. Please also add a surface bus. We need more public transit. This will discourage 
cars. ALSO - more green planting to encourage SLOWING DOWN. Thank you from a T card carrying non-car owner who walks to takes the T all 
over town! online form submission



7-30-18_1

Dear Mr. Osgood: 
I greatly appreciated the clarity and transparency of your briefings on the Old Northern Avenue Bridge proposal at the March and July 
meetingsof the Fort Point Neighborhood Association. You certainly give local government a good name. 
In keeping with the task force's objectives of honoring the historic importance of the bridge and making it a destination venue, I hope planners 
will consider design option_s that would allow sound & light shows at the bridge site. I realize that this suggestion may be getting ahead of the 
planning process. But, I think, that it would be evocative for visitors to see, through the medium of sound & light shows, the history of Boston 
harbor, including perhaps a spectral procession of ships that have, over the centuries, entered the harbor. 
Thank you for your leadership and for your dialogue with Fort Point residents on the Old Northern Avenue Bridge proposal. Best wishes for 
success in bringing the project to fruition.

email to project inbox

8-2-18_1
I love the Northern Ave Bridge, and miss walking over from the North End waterfront area into the Seaport. I look forward to having this 
bridge back as part of the pedestrian access to the beautiful seaport area. online form submission

9-6-18_1 New Northern Ave Bridge is a "replacement" not an "additional bridge" online form submission

9-13-18_1

I'm just a resident of Boston (Brighton) and enjoy many of the changes happening around the city. I wanted to encourage the idea of a 
pedestrian/bicycle only design. I think the city needs more community centered spaces where people can safely gather to enjoy the city and 
one another. I do also appreciate the history here and understand the desire to preserve aspects of the current bridge. But I am SURE there is 
a way to creatively do both. Even if the old steel is turned into benches or incorporated into art. Also, having at least some areas that are 
covered would allow for that vibrancy to continue even in our harsher weather months. We need more reasons to get out and enjoy the city 
at those times. That's what I think anyway :-). online form submission



9-19-18_1

I adore Boston and am devoted to its harbor.   Thirty years ago I put a deposit on Neptune Lobster & Seafood Co. on Fort Point Channel and 
simultaneously, I put a deposit on a waterfront site on the North Shore.  I had hopes of initiating a high speed water transportation alternative 
to wheels and track.  I relied on a promise the City made to Congress in 1982 regarding the old and new Northern Avenue bridges.  The new 
bridge is a replacement bridge not an additional bridge.  After completion of the new Northern Avenue bridge, the old bridge was to be retired 
and not interfere with navigation. (I suggest that at least one person on the task force read the bill that Joe Moakley sponsored--its available 
at the BPL)
 
The danger is that the waterfront becomes homogenized and loses its basic vitality of constant change and activity.  The Boston Municipal 
Harbor plan is faithfulness to  an active waterfront.   As has been demonstrated worldwide, working boats and water transportation generates 
an active edge.  We are incrementally losing the working waterfront, the only historic, authentic and responsible use of that edge.  Water 
transportation and commercial boat access are a primary and responsible means to ensuring permanent and genuine harbor activity. I quote 
from John Bullard: “WORKING CONNECTIONS--these are uses near the highest end of the hierarchy.  They are dependent on water not 
enhanced by it…public accessibility is a plus, but working uses give the waterfront dignity and purpose”.
 
All the indicators show rising water transport use.  Let’s not foreclose on that trend.
I quote from a Boston Herald editorial:  "One reason that nobody ever wrote a line about ferryboat rage because nobody ever heard of such a 
thing.  There’s something about a water journey that generates emotional poise and serenity of spirit, regardless of whether the end of the 
journey brings a vacation on an island or another working day in the salt mines."
 
Every time they fix a span over Fort Point Channel the basin behind it dies.   There is, in this basin, a potential for 1500’ linear fee of dockage 
devoted to water transit vessels.  The close proximity to South Station, the Silver Line, and ten minutes to the airport mandates the basin be 
used as a part of the greater transportation system. There needs to be a cognizant distinction between water-enhanced and water dependent 
uses.  Navigation is prime. email to Rick Dimino 

9-20-18_1

Thank you – I hope your team remembers pedestrians instead of cars!!

A fan of greenery & breathable air, email to project inbox



10-18-18_1

I've spent some time reviewing the summary memo and data (really interpreted data and opinion with no published methodology) and the full 
report that is provided in the documentation portion of this site and I have a number of questions that I'm hoping you can answer for me. 
First, I thought that the City of Boston was looking to reduce the dependence on personal motor vehicles in the Seaport area by limiting 
parking options - this project to build a ped/bike/car bridge seems to conflict as if you control available parking you should be able to manage 
traffic during peak hours - can you please explain how this bridge project aligns to this effort? Second, if you feel that an additional ped/bike 
bridge less than 50 yards will somehow improve connectivity between the Seaport and the Financial District why is that not a recommended 
option? Building another ped/bike bridge so close to the Seaport bridge seems like a solution searching for a problem. Seaport bridge suffers 
from poor traffic flow because it isn't clear which lane does what on the west side, leading to vehicles in the far right lane trying to turn onto 
93N vs Atlantic as well as traffic blocking the intersection (quick traffic light series as well as 93S congestion). If you could ease congestion 
from Seaport to Atlantic by marking the right lane clearly for turning onto Atlantic if would improve traffic flow. Third, the costs associated 
with enabling vehicles to cross the proposed Northern ave bridge (that again seems to be at odds with the limited parking initiative in the 
Seaport) would provide diminishing returns - and now your congestion point will be the quick series of traffic lights on Atlantic Ave, a high 
pedestrian traffic street at peak commute times. Lastly, Millennials, the demographic that will most likely be contributing to much of the 
increased workforce in the Seaport, don't drive vehicles to the same extent as preceding generations and would prefer that money is spent on 
improving public transportation options. I couldn't find any projections of vehicle usage that include generational variation and preference (I 
might have missed it), but your projections have vehicles as the primary mode of commuting to the Seaport in 2035, which given the 
generational makeup of those commuting into the Seaport at that time seems strongly skewed toward current dynamics.

I look forward to reading your answers and comments regarding my questions. In addition, can you please let me know how I and my Amazon 
colleagues in the Seaport can learn more about the underlying data driving the project and provide our thoughts/concerns as this project will 
impact our new office on Seaport. email to project inbox

10-24-18_1 This photo almost guarantees a positive outcome for the work you have going on email to project inbox



10-29-18_1

I am the Chair of both the Residences at The InterContinental Condominium Trust and the
500 Atlantic Avenue Primary Condominium Association and am writing on behalf of the
400+ residents, unit owners, business entities, and employees who live, work, and do business
at the Intercontinental Hotel and Residences on Atlantic Avenue. It has come to our attention
that the first community meeting about the Northern Avenue Bridge is being scheduled for late
November, and we are looking forward to participating.
We ask that the community meeting be held in the Downtown Waterfront Area, where the
Northern Avenue Bridge meets Downtown Boston at a date and time that do not conflict with
Boston Harbor Now's annual celebration.
The participation of the Wharf District community is important to the discussion about the future
of the Northern Avenue Bridge because our neighborhood will be tremendously impacted by
additional vehicular traffic heading onto Atlantic Avenue. We want to understand the potential
impacts and how to mitigate them. We understand that there are three traffic options under
consideration for the Northern Avenue Bridge: (1) bikes and pedestrians only; (2} bikes,
pedestrians and high occupancy vehicles ("HOV"); and (3) all traffic. In Options 2 and 3
vehicular traffic flows westbound onto Atlantic Avenue. The second option would result in
routing all shuttle buses over the Northern Avenue Bridge and then northbound on Atlantic
Avenue.
Kindly convene the meeting at a date, time and location so that our community can
attend. November 27 at the Bos n C nvention Center is remote and conflicts with the BHN event. emailed letter to Chris Osgood

10-29-18_2

We are the Chairs of Harbor Towers I & II Condominium Trust and write on behalf of the 1200 residents and unit owners who live at Harbor 
Towers. It has come to our attention that the first community meeting about the Northern Avenue Bridge is being scheduled for late 
November and we are looking forward to participating. 
We ask that the community meeting be held in the Downtown Waterfront Area, where the Northern Avenue Bridge meets Downtown Boston 
at a date and time that do not conflict with Boston Harbor Now's annual celebration. 
The participation of the Wharf District community is important to discussion about the future of the Northern Avenue Bridge because our 
neighborhood will be tremendously impacted by additional vehicular traffic heading onto Atlantic Avenue. We want to understand the 
potential impacts and how to mitigate them. We understand that there are three traffic options under consideration for the Northern Avenue 
Bridge: (1) bikes and pedestrians only; (2) bikes, pedestrians and high occupancy vehicles ("HOV"); and (3) all traffic. In Options 2 and 3, 
vehicular traffic flows westbound onto Atlantic Avenue. The second option would result in routing all shuttle buses over the Northern Avenue 
Bridge and then northbound on Atlantic Avenue. 
Kindly convene the meeting at a date, time and location so that our community can attend. November 27 at the Boston Convention Center is 
remote and conflicts with the BHN event. Thank you. emailed letter to Chris Osgood



11-13-18_1

I understand the need for emergency vehicle access on the bridge, but the decision to allow full vehicular use of the bridge is disconcerting, 
and if it is carried through, then the design should emphasize the different experiences a car and a person would have on the bridge. A good 
example of this would be the Galata Bridge in Istanbul, which features multiple levels that help to separate cars from people, and provide a 
much more rich experience for the pedestrian. While the Evelyn Moakley bridge is a great vehicle-mover, it provides a decidedly miserable 
pedestrian experience, both due to the slope of the bridge, the materiality, aesthetic experience, and adjacency to vehicular traffic.
The old Northern Ave Bridge felt much better from a pedestrian standpoint because of it's size and materials, and also strengthened the 
experience of transitioning from the Harborwalk along the courthouse to the Harborwalk downtown because it actually connected the two. 
The Moakley bridge, by comparison features points of connection not at the Harborwalk levels or entry points, but takes it's route directly 
from the need to move cars into the Seaport, and out onto the on-ramp for I-93. 
I fear that if the new bridge would be for full vehicular use, depending on it's alignment, many vehicles would disobey traffic laws to try to get 
onto the ramp. There is also the well established fact that more roads do not actually decrease traffic, and based on the single lane nature of 
Northern Ave, would not provide much mitigation for the traffic that is currently experienced getting in and out of the Seaport. email to project inbox

11-14-18_1

I live at XX Liberty Drive and unfortunately will be out of town on November 28.  I did have just a couple of questions concerns related to the 
bridge plans that I hope are or will be addressed in the planning.
Seaport Boulevard Bridge Maintenance – The goal of the Northern Avenue Bridge is to add bandwidth to ease the congestion on the Seaport 
Blvd and Congress St Bridge.  The Seaport Bridge does not appear to be getting any maintenance over the past 3 years that we have been 
here.  The street light posts are rusting and the concrete around many of the bases have crumbled into dust.  The metal railings are rusting 
and appear overdue for a paint job and have only been touched up in the past to look like a patchwork design.  There are also concrete 
dividers on the bridge that have crumbled into dirt and rock piles too.  Are there any plans to fix these items before the street lights fall down?   
  Does the Seaport Blvd Bridge have the funding required to maintain it so it doesn’t fall into disrepair like the Northern Ave Bridge?
Northern Ave Bridge Maintenance – I understand the desire to honor the legacy of the bridge but wonder if this should be scaled down to be a 
more cost effective bridge that would require less maintenance over time so that we don’t have similar issues down the road as we have with 
the Seaport Blvd Bridge.  Could there a way to use the new Children’s playground or the harborwalk path to honor the Northern Ave bridge 
legacy on a much smaller scale.  This would allow for building a bridge focused more on solving the congestion issues created by the 
development of Seaport and require less maintenance over time.

Thanks for all your efforts in helping get this bridge replaced. email to project inbox

11-14-18_2 I’m a Fort Point artist wanting to know if you’ll be involving local artists in the programming? email to project inbox



11-20-18_2

Thank you for including safe accommodations for people walking and  biking and access for emergency vehicles in all of the design options for 
the bridge. The best design for the Northern Avenue Bridge would completely prohibit private vehicles, including shared ride services and 
taxis. Boston is a beautiful city. It is a walkable city. But there are too many cars.

     Too many cars make the city unsafe for pedestrians. Anyone who remembers the Central Artery before the Big Dig will surely agree that 
limiting vehicle access was essential to the success. Cars require too much space on the road. They require too much space for parking. Can 
Boston continue to grow without choking on its own traffic? Yes, if the city makes it safe for people to get around safely without them. 
Northern Avenue Bridge is a once-in-a-generation opportunity to do just that.

     Out of the four design options that will be presented, the best option prioritizes accommodations for people walking and biking by 
prohibiting private vehicle access. The Seaport needs more public spaces. This design best preserves the historic and people-oriented nature 
of the bridge as a connector and gathering point. Research has shown that allowing private vehicles on the Northern Avenue Bridge would do 
virtually nothing to make car traffic more efficient. But it would ruin a public space for everyone else. Allowing private cars on the bridge 
amounts to a gross failure of judgment.

     The Seaport absolutely needs better transit options, but the community would be better served by bus priority on Congress Street between 
North Station and the Waterfront, which is in the City's Go Boston 2030 plan (p. 195).

     This letter is intended as part of the public comment process for the Northern Avenue Bridge redesign. I am a cyclist and a lifelong resident 
of the Bay State. I have commuted in Boston by car, subway, and by bicycle. email to project inbox

11-21-18_1

I appreciate your commitment to have future public meetings regarding planning for the Northern Avenue Bridge at locations, such as the 
Boston Society of Architects headquarters, which are more convenient than the Seaport District for the North End/Waterfront community to 
attend. email to project inbox

11-23-18_1

Please make pedestrian and cyclists accommodations the priority when it comes to rehabbing the Northern Ave bridge. There are way too 
many cars in Boston and another car bridge will only welcome more.
Thanks for considering. email to project inbox



11-26-18_1

My name is x a life long resident of South Boston where I brought my 3 children up and have been very involved in the community over the 
years . My son Tim was a graduate of BC High 2003 .Tim served as a Navy corpsman -(HM3 FMF Timothy John Cook )with the Marine Corp in 
Iraq . Tim designed and implemented a mass casualty vehicle while serving in Iraq . Tim made it home safe - well at least that’s what I thought 
. About a year after coming home Tim started suffering from PTSD symptoms and struggled with it and finally succumbed to his death in 2013 . 
We have started a scholarship for Southie boys attending BC High where we have them write an essay about serving community and country 
and about the effects of ptsd . This year The Tim Doc Scholarship hosted a hockey tournament and we will open the scholarship up to girls 
tuition based high schools as well . I would also like to add there was another Tim from South Boston who also lost his life to PTSD a year after 
my son his Name was Timothy Fredrick Long USMC .As I said I have been very involved in the community coaching and helping out with kids in 
the community. By starting the scholarship educating these kids about ptsd I have also made contacts with great organizations like mass 
military heroes and TAPS and skate for 22 who participated in the tournament. Another organization that has reached out to me is bridges for 
the fallen - who names bridges for our fallen veterans and this year they have been approved to name a bridge in honor of veterans who 
suffered and died as a result ptsd and TBI . I would like to see the Nothern Ave Bridge dedicated to our veterans like the two Tims from South 
Boston Mass who proudly served our country and died as a result of PTSD . Thank you for letting me have a say in the community that I live in . email to project inbox

11-26-18_2

I’m an attorney at Fish & Richardson, based at One Marina Park Drive, quite close to the Northern Ave Bridge. We were the anchor tenant for 
the building and have been here for about eight years at this point. When we first moved here, I very much enjoyed the pedestrian-only 
Northern Avenue Bridge and was greatly disappointed when it closed. The lack of an easy pedestrian connection makes me much less likely to 
go over to Post Office Square or the Financial District for lunch or meetings.
I’m writing now to express my strong support for a car-free design for whatever replaces the current disabled bridge. There are so few 
pedestrian- and bike-friendly areas in and around the Seaport; this crossing presents an ideal opportunity to have just a little bit of dedicated 
infrastructure for active transportation. I’ve completely given up using the Silver Line at peak times in the Seaport because it is too crowded 
and unreliable so usually walk or bike to get to the financial district (either on my own bicycle or using one of the nearby Blue Bikes). But 
crossing over the channel on the Seaport Boulevard bridge is quite unpleasant on either mode—I believe having a ped/bike bridge would 
encourage many more people to walk or bike rather than drive or use the already overloaded Silver Line.
Moreover, I can’t see how opening up that bridge to automotive traffic will ease congestion in any meaningful way. It’s well established that 
adding capacity just induces demand, and in any event traffic is already gridlocked on both sides of the bridge at peak time currently, so 
adding a connection between two gridlocked streets couldn’t really help anything.
In short, the Seaport is already much too car-centric and the various incentives to get around by car are already threatening to choke off the 
growth in and desirability of the area. It’s long past time to encourage people to get around by other means. Please give a pedestrian/bicycle-
only bridge serious consideration. email to project inbox



11-26-18_3

Thank you for the work you're doing to bring back this important bridge.

My wife and I both bicycle to work in Downtown Boston everyday, year-round, from Roxbury. The final stretch of our commute into 
downtown is the most dangerous, no matter which route we take. 

Please take this opportunity to design a 21st century bridge for pedestrians and cyclists. Cars already have three other parallel bridges to 
chose from. I can promise that cycling Boston residents like ourselves would spend more time downtown after-hours if it was safer and more 
pleasant to do so. We would also venture into the Seaport more often for the same reasons. 

While our preference would be no motor vehicles at all, strong physical separation between us and busses could be a compromise. But, 
please, no Ubers or Lyfts. 

Pedestrians and cyclists also create much less wear-and-tear on bridge infrastructure than motor vehicles, which will save the city long-term 
maintenance money. email to project inbox

11-26-18_4

I am not able to attend the public meeting on Wednesday, Nov 28th about the Northern Avenue bridge so I wanted to submit my feedback 
here. 

Before the bridge closed, I enjoyed it as a pedestrian and bike access area with views of the water and some landscaping. Given that there is a 
large bridge (4 lanes? 5 or 6 lanes when it splits for turns?) directly next to it, I would like to see this bridge return to an area that services non-
motorized vehicles. The parallel bridge has an incline that makes it uninviting to people walking and biking. We know from urban planning and 
transportation studies that adding more lanes doesn't work or solve traffic problems. Having a green and inviting gateway to Seaport only 
makes sense.

I strongly support the option of no vehicles. An HOV option could be considered but that should only include buses and no personal vehicles 
(including ride-hailing services). 

Please also note that I am a resident of South Boston. email to project inbox



11-26-18_5

The city of Boston has a tremendous opportunity to set an example for the rest of the U.S. by making the Northern Ave. Bridge car-free. Not 
only would it be a shining example for the U.S., but it would stimulate economic growth in the city. Imagine small booths with local artisans, 
foods, and drinks, all available for people to purchase while they comfortably stroll the bridge along a revitalized waterfront. It would be the 
perfect link between downtown and the Seaport, and would likely lead to further economic activity and neighborhood activation in an area 
that sometimes is lacking in culture and options for pedestrians and bicyclists. While it may be appealing on the surface to allow some level of 
vehicular traffic, I'm puzzled at what problem it would solve. The traffic would simply pour on to streets that are already clogged, and 
incentives would continue to favor those who drive, instead of those who bike or walk. email to project inbox

11-26-18_6

As I am unable to attend the 11/28 meeting, I am submitting this comment voicing my support for the pedestrian and cyclist only option for 
the redesign of the bridge. With the exception of emergency vehicles, the NAB should be limited to active use.

The case against vehicular traffic has been well stated by many experts in traffic patterns and the perils of induced demand. Additionally, by 
supporting active transportation (pedestrians and cyclists), we may ease congestion on the Silver Line until the MBTA can make improvements 
to the service on that line. Active users are known to spend more time and money at local establishments, and supporting them at this 
location will also demonstrate Boston's commitment to moving towards lower carbon modes of transportation. email to project inbox

11-26-18_7

 I have been commuting by bicycle to school and work since middle school nearly 50 years ago! Perhaps I was a little ahead of my time, but we 
have been aware of the environmental problems with cars since well before that time! Please do NOT reintroduce cars to this new project, 
make it a project that looks ahead not backwards! Boston has done so much to promote cycling in the city and making it safer has had the 
most impact. Let’s keep doing that. Go with the option that makes this a pedestrian and bicycle mode project! Thanks! email to project inbox

11-26-18_8
I can’t attend the meeting, but I am strongly in favor of a pedestrian & bike bridge (no cars). I work in the Seaport and often bike in or walk 
from South Station. Thanks! email to project inbox

11-26-18_9

I’d like to express my support for a car-free Northern Ave bridge. Prior to its closure, the bridge represented one of the best ways to walk or 
bike across the Fort Point Channel, and connected two segments of the Harborwalk directly.

Since then, the Seaport side of the Harborwalk has improved dramatically, and it would be meaningful not only to reconnect the Harborwalk, 
but re-open the car-less route that the bridge used to provide.

I applaud the efforts to rebuild & reopen the bridge, but cannot stress enough: we do not need any further encouragement to car use when 
we need to shift dramatically away from driving. email to project inbox



11-26-18_10

I would like to voice my support for the pedestrian/bicycle concept for North Avenue Bridge. As a daily cyclist and pedestrian, I believe that 
there is a strong need within the city for more pedestrian/cycling-only spaces. Such spaces will improve safety, offer new opportunities for 
commuting, and will create a central space for people to spend time outdoors within the city. On a recent trip to Europe, I noticed that 
extensive pedestrian/bike-only spaces can alter the feel of a downtown area, and can make it much more likely for people to gather and 
interact. By contrast, I think it would be a mistake to encourage more vehicular traffic downtown by continuing car-centric development. 
Redeveloping the bridge for vehicular traffic would likely further isolate pedestrian-focused areas, and would minimize the kind of pedestrian 
activity that is necessary for the city to be a safe and attractive place to live. email to project inbox

11-26-18_11
I write to express support for a car-free design to the Northern Ave Bridge. This has the potential to be an iconic, resident and tourist pleasing 
spot that could make the Seaport district into a stronger cultural draw. Think 'highilne' for Boston; with a bike lane! email to project inbox

11-26-18_12

I'm am a driver, cyclist, pedestrian, and transit-traveler living in Somerville who frequently travels to the Seaport area for work and social 
events. I am writing to urge you to keep the Northern Ave bridge car-free for the health and vibrancy of the Seaport district and the city as a 
whole.

There is no logical reason to add car traffic to the Northern Ave bridge. The main goal of this project is to improve mobility in the booming 
Seaport, where traffic is threatening to stifle economic and community health. Yet the city’s own analysis concludes that including cars would 
increase traffic without reducing travel times. Additionally, conflicts would be created between people driving and people walking and biking 
as motorists turn right onto Atlantic Avenue from the Northern Avenue Bridge, instead of at the signalized base of Seaport Blvd

Personally speaking, I saw the 2012 New Years fireworks from this bridge. I loved that I didn't have to compete with traffic to do so. Please 
make this bridge a haven for cyclists and pedestrians, a boon for economic growth and mobility, and a jewel of the city. Make the bridge car-
free. Thank you. email to project inbox

11-26-18_14  Keep this bridge free from cars and trucks, please!!! The future is not cars! It's walking, trains, trolleys, and bikes. Save our city! email to project inbox



11-27-18_1

Hello, and thank you for creating a way for the public to share our thoughts about the Northern Avenue Bridge. 

I am a long-time resident of the Boston area and a recreational cyclist. I have spent the last four years living in Amsterdam, cycling daily, and I 
have seen first-hand the positive results of civic commitment to cycling infrastructure. Fewer cars, healthier people, and an improved quality 
of life are just some of the benefits that result from supporting cycling for both transport and recreation. (This interview provides a good 
perspective of the Dutch system in comparison to N. America: https://www.citylab.com/transportation/2018/09/cycling-is-key-to-safer-
healthier-more-vital-cities/570139/). As I prepare to return to Boston in January, I'm encouraged to see the increased attention that is being 
given to cyclists and pedestrians, but there is still much to be done to create a healthy city for everyone.

I would like to add my voice to the Boston Cyclists Union and other groups who are advocating for the Northern Avenue Bridge to remain car-
free (as it has been for more than 20 years) and to add lanes for cyclists and pedestrians. 

Again, thank you for creating a forum for residents to share their opinion about this important project email to project inbox

11-27-18_2

This project is a unique opportunity to not only build a safe, dedicated route for pedestrians and cyclists, but also to create a landmark 
destination with cultural and community space in a bustling neighborhood. 

I strongly support the idea that the bridge is only used for the pedestrians, cyclists and emergency vehicles. email to project inbox

11-27-18_3

I am a resident of Boston and spend a lot of time in the Seaport and Financial District. I would like to submit the following as public comment 
on the Northern Avenue Bridge Project:
Please do not open the Northern Avenue bridge to vehicular traffic (save emergency vehicle access). This is an opportunity to reestablish the 
bridge as a dedicated bike / pedestrian and public space in an area that continues to boom with residents, foot traffic, and outdoor activity. 
There is absolutely no need to open a fourth vehicle bridge across the Fort Point channel to general traffic. Given how traffic-clogged the 
surrounding streets are, opening another vehicle bridge would simply induce driving demand and worsen traffic in the area. A bike / ped 
bridge would facilitate non-vehicle transportation to and from the Seaport - a must given how vehicle-dependent the neighborhood currently 
is. 
Bike / ped bridges are a great way to facilitate transportation options, reduce traffic / pollution, and add open space to the urban fabric. Bike / 
ped only bridge projects in cities such as Portland, Oregon and Chattanooga, Tennessee have been huge successes, driving massive economic 
revitalization and development. We should taken advantage of this historic opportunity to do the same in Boston.
Thank you for your consideration and receptivity to public comment. email to project inbox

11-27-18_4
I will not be able to attend, which is why I wrote. Don't take
people's absence as a lack of interest. Thank you. email to project inbox



11-27-18_5

I just wanted to voice my support for car free options on the bridge redesign. The Seaport is already choked with cars so I think any 
opportunity to build with cyclists and pedestrians in mind should be taken. A car free route between the Seaport and downtown would really 
help make the Seaport accessible and more enjoyable to access. email to project inbox

11-27-18_6

I strongly support making the new Northern Avenue Bridge strictly for the use of non-motorized traffic, with the limited exception of 
motorized individual wheel chairs for the disabled.  The existence of a wide motor-traffic bridge one block away makes it as unnecessary as 
can possibly be for motor traffic to be permitted on the Northern Ave bridge. email to project inbox

11-27-18_7 Please keep the bridge pedestrian and bicycle only without general traffic. email to project inbox

11-27-18_8

 I vote for the bicycle and pedestrian only design option for the Northern Avenue Bridge. Downtown Boston needs more separated bike lanes 
and car-free zones, not more car-centric streets. Keeping the bridge car-free will promote walking and biking and local businesses in this 
vibrant area. email to project inbox

11-28-18_1 Please make the bridge car-free. email to project inbox

11-28-18_2

As someone who frequently used the Northern Avenue Bridge during the time that it was still open but restricted to bike and pedestrian 
traffic, I found it a tremendously useful, safe link from Atlantic Avenue to the Seaport. I strongly urge that it be kept as a pedestrian/cyclist 
only bridge. email to project inbox

11-28-18_3

 Please prioritized the following option for the Northern Avenue bridge: "Pedestrian & Bicycle Only / No General Traffic: • Restricted to 
pedestrians, bicycles, and emergency vehicles". This is the best option to provide walking/public access without additional car traffic and 
increase risk and number of dangerous intersections. email to project inbox

11-28-18_4

I'm unable to get to the meeting today, but I wanted to email to support a design option which only provides access for pedestrians and 
cyclists (and emergency vehicles). As a regular user of the area, having dedicated low-stress biking facilities, or pedestrian continuation of the 
harborwalk with fewer street crossings would make the area better. The benefits from car-free areas for community life, safety, and lower 
GHG emissions are well-documented in areas like Paris and other European cities (whose street plan is a similar age to Boston!), and with the 
knowledge that cars (gas/electric/autonomous/rideshared) are geometrically incompatible with happy, efficient, dense living (and unsafe), I 
can't support adding more capacity for something that we have goals to decrease the use of. 

I hope the final design will help build a stronger connection between the Seaport and Financial District without private vehicles taking up space 
and making things less safe. 

Thanks for all your work on this process! email to project inbox



11-28-18_5

I hope you will seriously consider making this a pedestrian-only bridge (emergency vehicles are okay by me). The traffic pouring out of the 
Seaport district is so heavy that I can’t imagine Atlantic Avenue can take any more. And neither can the tunnel.

I am so sorry that when the Seaport district was vacant land we didn’t put two or more subway lines in. South Boston is not well served by a 
subway on only one side. And the Seaport needs better transit. The Silver Line is uncomfortable and when the guy gets out to change from 
electric to diesel I always wonder what century we in — maybe 1899?

And it takes 45 minutes from my house to get to the airport on the Silver Line. Less than 10 minutes by taxi or Uber on a Sunday morning. 
Which do you think I’m going to choose?

Street trolleys, anyone? I rode on one in the city of Bordeaux that had a ground-level propulsion system that the trolley could activate, but 
when a person stepped on it nothing happened. And it was about 15 years old.
Boston? What are we doing? Nothing.

Keep that bridge pedestrian and really solve the transportation problems. don’t pour more cars onto city streets. email to project inbox

11-28-18_6

I love bridges, and have loved the Northern Avenue Bridge since I moved to Boston from Washington, DC in 1982. I also happen to love old 
buildings and Historic Preservation, so as you can see, saving the bridge combines all of my loves. We need to restore the bridge and make it 
pedestrian and bike friendly in order to continue to tell the history of Boston, its development as an important city, and its workers; to link the 
old Boston (both historically as well as geographically), and to create another route for workers, tourists and residents to cross the Fort Point 
Channel, and lesson some of the vehicle impact in and out of the Seaport District. Having this graceful path across the channel will also lesson 
the impact of a neighborhood comprised of only glass towers with no personality. Boston really messed up its possibilities for a creative 
planning of the Seaport District - let's not also mess up the opportunity to save a graceful entrance into this new part of the city. email to project inbox



11-28-18_7

I am a PhD candidate at the University of Rome “Tor Vergata” in “Architecture and Construction” in the Civil Engineering Department.
I’m attending the second year of a 3-year PhD program and my research deals with the role of road infrastructures as the basis of relationships 
between architectures and as places to be lived, not just as connections between points; finally, road infrastructures can become a means of 
regeneration of the city.
In order to highlight the potential and the limits of the infrastructure as a place of physical and human relationships, my research has led me 
to analyse the typology of the INHABITATE BRIDGE that transforms the crossing of an artificial or natural obstacle into a place that can foster 
social interactions.
The study started with the analysis of ancient cases and proceeded to the most modern projects, when I became aware of the Wellington 
Reiter proposal for the NORTHERN AVENUE BRIDGE; later I carried out an online research and I discovered your project.
I was amazed that at the same time that I was conducting my research, there was a modern inhabited bridge at the design phase! The fact 
that it is in Boston filled me with joy. I have not yet had the opportunity to visit Boston but this city accompanies me since my childhood with 
the stories of my father and my grandparents that lived in the Boston area since my father, Dr. Piergiovanni Renzoni, was 11 years old. He 
attended Boston University and after seventeen years in the US they returned to Italy, but a part of our family is still there.
I write this letter to you because I feel that this could be an important opportunity for my research and a great personal experience.
Of great interest is the context in which the project is inserted. Therefore, the fact that the bridge must relate, amongst others, to two 
important urban elements: the Harborwalk and the Waterfront Innovation District, both generate a network of pathways that, if exploited, 
can make the bridge the key element around which everything else rotates. 
Furthermore, the four primary objectives for the Northern Ave Bridge are very interesting for my studies, about the importance of public 
spaces and infrastructures.
I’d like to know if I could help and participate in some way, even if for just a short period of time.It would be a dream for me to have a 
formative and educational experience in Boston. email to project inbox

11-28-18_8
There is no logical reason to add general traffic to the bridge. 
I would like to see this Restricted to pedestrians, bicycles, and emergency vehicles email to project inbox

11-28-18_9

 I can’t make it to the public meeting this evening, but want to voice my strong support for a pedestrian and cyclist only design. The Seaport 
district is already challenging to navigate by foot or bike, and there are several parallel bridges serving automobile traffic. Preserving a 
pedestrian and cyclist only connection (as the bridge was from 1997 to the time of its closure) from downtown to this emerging hot spot will 
increase accessibility and equity for those of us trying to avoid contributing to Boston’s burgeoning traffic problems. email to project inbox



11-28-18_10

Preferred options:

1. Ped/bike/emergency vehicles only within $46MM budget.
2. Ped/bike/emergency vehicles/transit (not TNCs, not taxis, not vanpools or corporate shuttles) only within $46MM budget.

The policy decision is easy as to personal vehicle/general traffic lanes. The climate crisis demands that we de-carbonize our mobility, and our 
plans - such as GoBoston 2030 - recognize this. The time to stop expanding personal vehicle has come. We should do everything in our power 
to discourage it. So, please stop considering any further options that would accommodate personal vehicles on the new bridge. Thank you. email to project inbox

11-28-18_11

Please ensure that the bridge that is re-built by the City of Boston creates the walkable, bikeable, and impressive harbor walk connection that 
this wonderful location deserves.

The bridge should beautifully, safely, and comfortably serve people walking and biking, and provide emergency vehicle access if ever needed. 
It should re-establish the well-loved, people-oriented connection that the Old Northern Avenue Bridge provided for many years. And it should 
set the stage for the city to implement better transit connections to the Seaport by providing bus priority on Congress Street between North 
Station and the Waterfront, as called for in the City's Go Boston 2030 plan (p. 195). email to project inbox

11-29-18_1

I was unable to attend the meeting on 11/28, but I am writing to strongly support the option that provides access only for people walking and 
biking, with emergency vehicle access if ever needed.

The Big Dig opened up a beautiful pedestrian area along the Boston Waterfront, but the other plans for the Northern Ave Bridge could walk us 
backwards by continuing the relentless march to return that area to concrete and motor vehicle traffic.   

The Seaport does not need more motor vehicle lanes; it needs better options for Mass Transit. 

I could also support a Bridge option that supports Mass Transit, but I am concerned that the current proposal for HOV 3+ would be frequently 
used by Uber/Lyft with just a few passengers, causing congestion and ruining the public benefits. However, I think Boston will best help the 
Seaport by providing bus priority on Congress Street between North Station and the Waterfront, as called for in the City's Go Boston 2030 
plan, while keeping the Northern Ave Bridge for foot and bicycle traffic and making it an important public destination in a part of the city that 
currently lacks them. email to project inbox



11-29-18_2

I attended the community meeting last night. The community seemed quite clear on its priorities:  1.  only allow pedestrian and bicycle access 
on the bridge and 2.  the bridge should be a welcoming destination in the city.  

However, the chair of the committee seemed to make it very clear that the committee was predisposed to wishes of the business community 
for using the bridge for bus/HOV transit purposes.  This was quite disturbing.  His pronouncements came at the end of the meeting so there 
was no time for a response to this.  I live in the Fort Point area.  It seems that business interests have been the only voices listened to in the 
development of this area.  There is very little open park space, the waterfront has all been blocked off by tall buildings, there are no civic 
spaces (library, voting poll--it is over 1 1/2 hours by public transportation to our voting location), there are no basic amenities like grocery 
stores.  This bridge represents one of the last opportunities to give something to the quality of life of the public in the area (and to the public 
in the city).  Not just another crammed roadway, but a walking and biking oasis.

It was also disturbing that the development of any recreational or "respite" use of this bridge is being only considered as a footnote.  This is 
what the community has been most enthusiastic about. It now seems that all of these uses are assigned to a vague "island" concept that has 
no funding and no plan.  Another 20 years maybe to wait for something to develop here?  Why was there a competition for ideas, if none of 
them are being considered?  Another quality of life issue for the community being put on the back burner.

I would strongly suggest that the committee rethink their priorities on this project. email to project inbox

11-29-18_3

I am a Boston resident who works and commutes in the Seaport. I regularly walk, ride the T, and bike in this neighborhood. I strongly support a 
design that prohibits cars, creates a safe space for pedestrians and bicyclists, and provides emergency vehicle access when necessary. This 
would reestablish the well-loved, people-oriented connection that the Old Northern Avenue Bridge provided for many years. It would also set 
the stage for the City to implement better transit connections to the Seaport by providing bus priority on Congress Street between North 
Station and the Waterfront, as called for in the City's Go Boston 2030 plan. This project is a unique opportunity to not only build a safe route 
for pedestrians and cyclists, but also to create a landmark destination with cultural and community space in a bustling neighborhood. 

I think it would be a step backwards if the City were to allow cars on the new Northern Ave bridge. It would not at all be consistent with the 
City's Vision Zero initiative, which promises to "prioritize safety and take a people-first approach to transportation and community building." 
The Seaport neighborhood deserves a walkable, bikeable community space and connection to the Harbor Walk -- not another space for 
vehicles. email to project inbox



11-29-18_4

I hope it is good news that the Old Northern Avenue Bridge is back under discussion.  A few years ago, before the City opened it permanently 
to boats and closed it permanently to walkers and bikers, I was actively involved in the discussion of its future.  Unfortunately, I was unable to 
attend yesterday's meeting and hear what is being considered now.  Hopefully, it is good news.

Thoughts in  brief: the bridge should be kept at ground level because it is the only crossing of the Channel that draws one into South Boston at 
eye level.  When it was open, most pedestrians going to the Courthouse and South Boston businesses chose it over the Moakley.  It hosted 
splendid activities, plantings, lighting, much else.  Support for keeping it openable was strong.  Proposals to redesign it for vehicle traffic to 
avoid the jam up at Northern and Atlantic Avenues were, and are, ridiculous since traffic will meet the same blockage and just wait at a 
different location.  Using it for emergency vehicles is worth investigating though.

Rather than recapitulate all the reasons for reopening the bridge as it was--functional, historic, tourist attraction..., I will just ask the City, 
State, Coast Guard, boaters, all relevant parties to restore it to its past grandeur. email to project inbox

11-29-18_5

Restricting the traffic on the bridge to pedestrians, bikes, scooters, etc. would go along way to reconciling the absence of a world class 
waterfront park. Use the bridge to foster a relationship with the water, something this town was built on. Think Brooklyn Bridge Waterfall by 
artist Olafur Eliasson. email to project inbox

11-29-18_6

While the four objectives for the bridge project are worthy, the two most salient - supporting mobility and creating a destination - stand out 
when deciding to include vehicles. Let's take the latter first. Boston has an opportunity to create an iconic pedestrian and cycling bridge, much 
like the Puente de la Mujeres in Buenos Aires, the Bob Kerrey Pedestrian Bridge in Omaha, the Big Four Bridge in Louisville, the Millennium 
Bridge in London, the Nesciobrug in Amsterdam, among many others. None of these would be destinations if they had vehicles on them. And 
the Northern Ave Bridge will not be a destination with vehicles on it either - just another bridge functioning as a car conveyer. Encouraging 
pedestrian and cycling only bridges as transport connections enables people to be out and moving, free of fear and improving public health. 
Disallowing vehicles opens the chances of creating a social space on the bridge so people can enjoy the channel and the downtown and 
seaport skylines without the interference of vehicular noise and fumes. On the latter objective, the seaport already has three vehicular bridges 
and a bus transit way. According to the city's own models, another vehicular bridge would not alleviate congestion since much of the traffic 
queues for the I-93 north ramp from Seaport Avenue. How many times have we only seen increased vehicle numbers when yet another 
vehicle lane was built! (Yes, build it 'and they will come'!). Even an HOV only lane on the Northern Ave Bridge will not make much of a change 
in seaport congestion. Also, the Northern Avenue Bridge will provide the critical pedestrian/cycling link between the Rose Kennedy Greenway 
and the Harbor Trail and enhance pedestrian/cycling transportation between the two. The pedestrian/cycling only bridge alternative has a 
greater chance of decongesting the Silver Line to the Courthouse and WTC as well. email to project inbox



11-30-18_1

The Northern Avenue Bridge was a treasure for those who go back and forth from the Seaport and The Waterfront. Such a significant 
difference in the experience of  crossing it to the Seaport and walking over the busy Congress Street bridge! Please restore it for use by 
pedestrians, bicycles, farmers' markets, and occasional dancers.
It is a prefect link to one of the most beautiful walks in the city--around the courthouse. It provides a lovely peaceful view of the harbor. email to project inbox

11-30-18_2

Writing to express concern of adding general traffic to the Northern Ave. bridge. I see that on the presentation on Wednesday (wasn't able to 
attend) that emergency vehicles, bicycles and pedestrians are cleared as users for the bridge with ongoing discussion for HOV and general car 
traffic, with an ongoing discussion around possible access during off-peak times. I'm assuming that means it being closed to cars during NON 
peak travel. Peak travel times are often the most vulnerable and stressful times to be a cyclist or a pedestrian and would honestly beg that 
cars not be allowed during peak transit times (or anytime) on the bridge. 

I don't believe that ride-share or taxis should be allowed to be on the bridge either. Usually these are 1 passenger rides and shouldn't qualiify 
for HOV status. I would absolutely be in support of MBTA transit on the bridge. As a transit user, it is infuriating sitting in traffic without 
priority access or a dedicated bus lane (Boston needs Bus Rapid Transit, stat!). 

Please keep this historic bridge a beautiful and safe place for vulnerable road users, as well as providing a comfortable and expedited service 
for public transit users. email to project inbox

11-30-18_3

I think it would be a great idea to return the Northern Ave Bridge back to service. I live close by and it is a shame that the bridge can no longer 
be accessed. It looks terrible! Furthermore I would like to see the bridge made off limits to vehicular traffic outside of police and emergency 
vehicles. In fact, there is plenty of room on the bridge to host food carts, cafes and creative landscape design projects. email to project inbox

11-30-18_4

 I am strongly in favor of a pedestrian only bridge with perhaps a bike lane. I am not in favor of having a one way lane for vehicular traffic. I 
would like to see the iron bridge reconstructed and incorporated into an imaginative design. I love the idea of a garden bridge. Some 
interesting designs were already proposed a couple of years ago. Let’s maintain the charm of the iron bridge wth something unique for 
Boston. As far as I’m concerned the city has already built a monstrous highway that is Northern Avenue for vehicular traffic. email to project inbox

12-2-18_1

Just wanted to add my voice to the chorus asking for NO CARS on the Northern Ave bridge. I thoroughly enjoyed riding my bike over this 
bridge on my way to the Seaport, and was really disappointed when it closed down. Let's not ruin this peaceful passageway by putting motor 
vehicles on it. Let's correct the planning mistakes in the Seaport (which is currently car-centric and unwelcoming), one step at a time. Let's 
make this a place for people! email to project inbox



12-3-18_1

There are 22 veterans dying per day in this country from PTSD ,TBI & suicides this is the least we could do for these vets and what greater an 
affiliation to be connected to for such a cause is bridges for the fallen ! Sorry these vets don’t have the popular politician name recognition but 
why should they have to they served our country with no political connections or recognition. Ain’t these veterans American through and 
through . Like a Pratt through bridge that stands tall with its trusses . Our cause with the Tim Doc Cook scholarship is to raise awareness to 
PTSD and our vets dying . I make a motion here and now as a tax paying home owner in south Boston to dedicate the northern av bridge to 
our vets and bridge the gap of public awareness about PTSD . email to project inbox

12-4-18_1

As a multi-modal user and someone who works on Northern Ave, I strongly urge you to keep the Northern Ave Bridge a pedestrian and bicycle 
only bridge. Adding cars to that bridge will not solve any existing traffic problem. The current backups for cars on the Moakley Bridge are due 
to slowness entering the I-93 North tunnel. More cars on the Northern Ave Bridge will do nothing to alleviate that jam. Please keep the new 
bridge car-free. Must we have every single street in Boston choked with emissions and pollution? Let’s prioritize human beings and active 
transportation, instead of motor vehicles. email to project inbox

12-5-18_1

The undersigned are the Chairs of Harbor Towers I and II Condominium Trusts, a residential community of about 1200 persons situated just 
north of the Northern Avenue Bridge.  You may have noticed that Harbor Towers was well represented at the Community Meeting you 
sponsored on November 28 at District Hall.  Thank you for your interesting and informative presentation. 
 
At the outset, we agree with the position of the Wharf District Council, as expressed by its President Marc Margulies, that only pedestrian 
traffic, with the possible exception of emergency vehicles, be allowed on the new Bridge.  We are particularly concerned that a traffic light at 
the intersection of Atlantic and Northern Avenues, a mere stone's throw from the existing traffic light at Atlantic and Seaport Boulevard, 
would exacerbate the already unacceptable traffic jams along Atlantic Avenue during rush hours, and create new ones along Northern Avenue.  
 We are open-minded, however, about the position of some that the allowance of shuttles and buses during these hours would have the 
opposite impact on traffic.  We believe that a comprehensive, professionally done traffic study of the effect on traffic of bicycles, cars, shuttles 
and buses, in addition to pedestrians, going each way across the bridge, and considering the current and projected future traffic on Atlantic 
Avenue, is necessary to enable the regulators to reach a well-considered conclusion, and urge you to commission such a study for this 
purpose. 
 
Again, thank you for your presentation at District Hall, and we look forward to following the development of this very important project. 

email to project inbox, and to 
Chris Osgood



12-5-18_2

I think it is clear to all attending the meeting, that those present from the community want the Northern Avenue Bridge to be for pedestrian 
and bike use only and not for any vehicles.  It has the potential to be a site equivalent to NYC and Florence bridges/elevations and would be 
loved by residents and tourists. 

       I was very upset that the last speaker, the chairman of the committee, stated he had a different viewpoint than those who spoke for the 
prior hour.  He stated he represented >150 businesses on the Greenway and the Seaport and they want more vehicle travel on the bridge.  
The meeting was then adjourned without the opportunity for us to comment on that view.  I have no objection to his being on the committee 
as a representative of business,  BUT HE SHOLD NOT BE CHAIRMAN!    He clearly has a conflict of interest.  Given that conflict, his remaining as 
chairman undermines the credibility of the entire committee.  Please discuss this objection with the committee members.  Thank you. email to project inbox

12-9-18_1

I greatly encourage the design committee to make the redesigned bridge available for active modes with emergency access only.  I use to 
work at the ICA frequently and this bridge was an easy bike/walk shortcut that was far more pleasant than the Seaport Boulevard bridge by 
far.  It will not help traffic operations to add another bridge so close and in fact may make them worse.  Please only entertain designs that are 
bike/ped/emergency only. email to project inbox

12-10-18_1

I am an owner of a condominium at 50 Liberty and I attended the information session on the Northern Avenue Bridge on November 28th at 
District Hall.  I want to provide feedback that I believe the new bridge should not be limited to any form of transportation.  It should provide a 
means to exit the Seaport for automobiles, busses, bicycles and pedestrians.  There are only four bridges and we need all of the capacity they 
can provide.
Thank you for your consideration and for seeking input from residents. email to project inbox



12-11-18_1

I am a resident of Boston living at the Folio, 80 Broad Street, Boston. 

Please note my position as favoring the reconstructed Northern Avenue Bridge being used for pedestrian and bicycle use only. 

Once the James Hook site is developed there will be increased vehicle traffic to and from that development. Although no formal plans have 
been put fourth by the developer it is likely that ingress and egress to the property will be via the short length of Northern Avenue opposite 
the Coast Guard Building. This property may include residential, commercial and a hotel. Allowing vehicles to cross west bound from the 
Seaport District could result in a dangerous mix of vehicles, pedestrians and bicycles in a relatively small space. 

Another concern I have is for the possibility of traffic from the Seaport flowing over the Northern Ave Bridge and heading northerly on Atlantic 
Avenue only to turn left onto India Street (in an attempt to circumvent traffic delays on the Evelyn Moakely Bridge) or to access Surface Road 
heading south. As can be observed almost nightly from approximately 4:00 PM to 7:00 PM on weekdays there is currently gridlock on Surface 
Road as there is no enforcement of “Don’t Block the Box”. 

I hope my concerns are noted in your deliberations and I thank you for your attention. email to project inbox

12-18-18_1
I attended a recent meeting of the Task Force, representing the Boston Committee of the GCA and our interest in relocating the Planters from 
the Bridge.  I met Sara McCammond but I’ve lost her business card and am wondering if you could connect us. email to project inbox

12-19-18_1

Hello.. In the just released report
https://www.mass.gov/files/documents/2018/12/14/FOTC-ExecutiveSummary.pdf

Recommendation #2 states “MassDOT, municipalities, and other roadway owners should redesign them to prioritize person-throughput rather 
than vehicle-throughput, so that limited corridor capacity is allocated to moving as many people as possible, while accommodating mobility 
alternatives.”

Can we please ensure and appropriately reassess the evaluation and recommendations of the committee to ensure that the recommendation 
in the report is fully adopted. email to project inbox

1-5-19_1
Sorry I couldn’t make the last meeting but wanted to know if you considered my suggestion and can we get bridges for the fallen involved with 
this endeavor email to project inbox

1-13-19_1  I think that cars shouldn't be included in the plan for the Northern Avenue Bridge. email to project inbox

1-17-19_1
Ok I see - but don’t agree . I have been an Ironworker for 35 years and went to school for civil , and was a draftsman at one point in my career 
as well as a fabricator I think i have good insight on design and on my community email to project inbox



4-26-19_1

Hello,
I was disappointed with the bridge designs presented. Like most in the community, I do not support another bridge for vehicles. It should be 
pedestrian and bike-only to provide people with a more pleasant way of crossing to the seaport. 

With so much of the public asking for this no-vehicle bridge, it's unclear to me why all the designs seem to be capable of carrying vehicle 
traffic. It'd be good to see the cost and construction time associated with a bridge designed for a lighter carrying capacity. online form submission

4-26-19_2

When I was at the Harvard GSD 92-94 I entered a design competition for this bridge. I might e able to dig up some images. I find it amazing 
that after all these 25+ years nothing has been completed. My idea was to make it a pedestrian/small vehicle bridge, but also have some 
glassed in portions for shops, cafes and historical museum.
The island becomes a green space. Sometimes the obvious solution is the best ;-) online form submission
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